This is the session we're presenting at the March CCSS Conference in Oakland in March:
Learning from History to Build a Better World

Using a variety of primary sources and diverse methods can engage students and offer ways for them to see themselves making a difference as they explore wars or non violent civil resistance and discover what really 
works.  Cartoons, poetry, artwork, veterans writings will be demonstrated and used individually and in small groups.  Bring a lap top and go away with lessons ready to use.

Discover how to make poetry and feel how it empowers 
Using cartoons discuss difference between facts and opinions.  
How does artist use facts to design visual and decide what text to use.
Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and secondary sources.
Determine the central ideas or information of a primary or secondary source; provide an accurate summary of the source distinct from prior knowledge or opinions.

Artists can use facts to design visual and decide what text to use.
Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and secondary sources.
Determine the central ideas or information of a primary or secondary source; provide an accurate summary of the source distinct from prior knowledge or opinions.

Teachers will go home: with cartoons, poetry, writings, from diverse points of view, and different kinds of pain.
Learn how to get students to listen with the heart that will build community in the classroom
Learn how to get students to write a class poem using their own feelings

What is the focus of your textbooks?  Wars, Civil Resistance to Human Rights Struggles?????

Distribute cartoons..Ask how they might be used/in what context?
What would you like a cartoon to say? In Pairs: Draw  a cartoon relevant to what you teach and decide the text

What civil/human rights/protests took place during your life time?  
During your students?

Who thinks violent force has succeeded in solving  any problems?  Which ones?

Show of hands:  Think force has been more successful in bringing about positive change than civil resistance?

Intro of Why Civil Resistance Works
The Strategic Logic of Nonviolent Conflict by Chenoweth and Stephen and  Moyers on Democracy  By Bill Moyers

Distribute Street Spirit to groups to read the assigned section and contribute to the group  15 minutes to read and decide by consensus how to present:  poster, song, haiku or poem, oral presentation, suggested 
action, cartoonsGroup1: Discovering the Unexpected Power of Nonviolence P1 & 9
Group 2 Non Violence P 10 and 11
Group 3 Non violence p 12
Group 4:  Occupy Movement Stands at the Crossroads p1 and 6
Respond to what's been shared 
Group 5:  Occupy p 7 and 8
Group 6:  Lessons of Seattle for Occupy p 5 and 11
Group 7:  Vets letters to the Ed in The Nation March 4, 2013

Roll of die to determine order of sharing
Practice the peoples' megaphone with slogans or poems, etc

Discuss what's the !%
What has the 99% done non violently:
Move to local banks and credit unions
Support people from being evicted
Other ways assent has been removed from 1%:
CO'S to war, strikes, demos, boycotts, divestments

Share www.ourdevelopingworld.org Lessons page with ready to down load lessons, photos, etc.
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